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There was much conversation
this spring about the miniseries
on the History Channel on “The
Bible.” Beforehand many
thought there would be little
interest and the series would
languish in the ratings. But in a
major surprise, the ratings were
extremely high – the first
episode enjoying the highest
rating of any cable program this
year and each week continued to
draw over 10 million viewers per
week. When the DVD came out afterwards it
was instantly the biggest selling miniseries on
DVD.

There has been much written about this series,
some controversy (is there anything that isn’t
controversial these days?) and much discussion.
But the thing that fascinates me is the level of
interest the program generated.

The Bible may be the bestselling book in the
history of the world, but so many who own a
bible have never read it. If, by depicting 10 of
the major stories contained in the bible, this
series causes interest in and hopefully reading
of the bible, that would be a great thing. But
what strikes me even more, is the appetite this
program has shown for a word that offers
strength, direction and maybe even some
answers.

I see a hunger in folks for something greater
than ourselves or higher than what we live –
some solid word of hope. As I write these
words the bombing at the Boston Marathon is
still very much on our minds. Unfortunately it
is not the only recent act of terror we are still
processing and, even more unfortunately, it will

not be the last. Some times it feels
like the world is falling apart at
the seams. And these are only the
common calamities we face. In
addition each of us face our own
individual calamities – a
diagnosis, a broken relationship, a
lost job, something that hurts or
causes fear and worry. Regrettably
the list is not limited.

Yes, in the midst of it all, we seek
a word – a word that might

deepen our faith and let us know that we are not
alone. In the midst of it all, we seek a word that
says “do not be afraid” – a word that offers
hopefulness. “The Bible” series attracted more
than 100 million viewers over the course of its
run because we are seekers. How might we start
looking for what we are seeking? I know the
bible can be, in places, hard to read, difficult to
understand and challenging to hear. But there is
a word within it that we should receive.

Several of you have recently shared with me
their desire to learn more about the bible. I’d
like to hear from you. Perhaps a sermon series
based on “The Bible”? Maybe a bible study in
the coming months? However we do it, let’s be
attentive to the craving we’re sensing and
willing to see that this might be the feast we are
looking for.

In His Name,
Rev. Mark+

"The Bible"
by Reverend Mark Allan
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by Patsy Cowie

There are those occasions when families who

have had a ceremony or event at Christ Church

wish to have a gathering or reception following

in Lankler Hall. Carol and Howard Greiner

have been the facilitators/coordinators of these

events since 2004, but after 10 years of service,

they have decided retired. While there is a team

on the Council ofElders who is looking into

putting a permanent plan into place, there is a

need for a few volunteers to take charge of

these receptions in the meantime.

Duties involve setting up tables, working with

the caterer, being charming, gracious and

knowledgable and in general responsible for the

building while our guests are there as well as

closing up after everyone has gone. There is a

small stipend for this job given by those who

are using the building.

Patsy Cowie will temporarily oversee this, so If

you are willing to help your church family in

this way, please contact Patsy at

pwcowie@comcast.net.

by Patsy Cowie
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SUMMER SUNDAY SCHOOL

JUNE 2
nd

- AUGUST 25
th

by Maggie Everett

Children ages 4 through 5th grade will once

again be able to participate in Summer Sunday

School (the nursery will be available for

children under the age of 4).

Our regular Sunday School teachers are getting

a much needed break this summer, but as we’ve

done for the past four years, we want to provide

our families with the same worship and

education experience they are used to.

This year we are going to ask parents to register

their children for Summer Sunday School so

that we can determine whether we should

provide two separate classes (ages 4-6 and 7-

10). Teaching and crafts could then be tailored

to each age group.

As in past years, this program will depend on

volunteer help. Any adults who love children

are urged to sign up to teach for one or two

weeks. If you prefer not to teach but would be

willing to help with crafts we would welcome

your participation. Teenagers are encouraged to

help as well.

All teaching materials and craft ideas will be

provided. A sign-up sheet is posted in the

Atrium with available dates listed.

Classes will be held each Sunday from June 2nd

through August 25th except for the 4th of July

weekend. Barb Allan will coordinate this

program, assisted by Maggie Everett and

Camille Ludington. Please call them (or the

church office) if you have any questions.

by Barbara Vogel

The children at CCNS have been enjoying
Spring! We’re busy planting seeds and learning
about our environment. The children have been
so fortunate to spend so much time outdoors in
our beautiful surroundings. We are starting a
children’s garden in our playground this year,
the children will plant their favorite flowers and
vegetables.

We are also getting ready for our Book Fair
which will be held the first week in May. Our
dads and moms will be having special visits
with us at school in May, including stories and
snacks made by the children. Registration for
the 2013-2014 school year is ongoing and
classes are filling up very quickly for
September. Camp registration has begun, we
will offer a Summer Camp, a Science Camp
and an Art Camp.

If you have any questions about the school,
please feel free to contact me at 845 855-7309
or christchurchnurseryschool@comcast.net.

Thank you for your support!

Christ Church

Nursery School

by
Camille Ludington
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Needless to say, the organ has an illustrious
history. Even though composers of the quality
ofHandel wrote concerti for organ, that form
has never proved very popular. Thus the organ
proudly remains a solo instrument. Mozart
would refer to the organ as the “King of
Instruments,” while Beethoven would laud
organists as the most capable ofmusicians,
thanks to their improvisatory abilities and
“multi-limbed virtuosity.”

The organist sits at a console with as many as
five manuals, each ofwhich could be an organ
in its own right. Each of the manuals, aka
keyboards have individual qualities; the Great,
or Main, and Swell, so named because of its

ability to swell and diminish in sound. In
addition to all the stops, keys and manuals, the
organist can have as many as thirty-two (yes,
32! ) foot pedals.

The two-manual Allen 301 in Christ Church
consists of the Great, and Swell manuals.
There are 25 foot pedals, and a total of 40 stops.
This instrument was installed in 1978, a mere
seven years after the Allen Organ Company’s
invention of the digital organ. Thanks to Erna
Loerch’s diligence, there is an extensive card
library which adds many more stops and
combinations of sounds to our music program.

I have been privileged to be your
Organist/Pianist since mid-summer of 2009. In
2010 our Allen 301 was upgraded by two
generations of electronics for better sound, and
I continue to take full advantage of the
technology. I am pleased with how I am able to
“work the sound,” but more importantly, I am
very grateful for your appreciation and support
of bettering my skills. If any of you would like
a personal tour of the Allen 301 , you can catch
me most Sundays immediately following the
worship service. Please feel free to take me up
on the offer!

In Faith,
Barbara Vogel

Misty Morning on the Hudson
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I am happy to report that the Youth Group,
along with the Outreach Team had a successful
Breakfast Run on Saturday April 6th. We
prepared the evening before during our Friday
night gathering and met back at the Church the
following morning.

Our group left for the city around 6 a.m. with 5
cars for a quick stop at Dunkin Donuts to pick
up coffee, hot chocolate, and donuts. Our other
supplies included pre-made egg, sausage, and
cheese sandwiches, blueberry muffins, bananas,
and a variety of other items (clothing &
toiletries) that were donated by our Church
members.

We arrived to our designated stop by 8 a.m. and
quickly set up shop to help the homeless with
our efforts. The group enjoyed helping others in
need and did it with respect and kindness. A

true testament to the amazing youth of this
Church! Many of them have asked when we
will be doing this again.

One of the mothers told a story about her child
not wanting to get out of bed on a dark and cold
Saturday morning, however, once in the city
and performing some wonderful acts of
kindness, this young member of our group told
his mother he had so much fun and was so
happy to be a part of it and could not wait to do
it again. That right there was a mission
accomplished.

These experiences for the youth are so
important for them. We cannot teach the great
and wonderful feelings we get by helping
others. We must perform them and experience
them. A special thank you to all that were
involved!

On another note, our current confirmands are
well on their way. They have each chosen a
special mentor to help guide their process in
becoming confirmed along with being
welcomed as a member of the Church. I hope
you will all have a chance to celebrate them
when they receive confirmation during our
Youth Sunday service on May 19th.

News
by Stephanie Giordano
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Have you ever had the experience where

someone asks you to do something that is

outside your area of “expertise”? You give it a

little thought, but feelings of self-doubt invade

your mind…”I haven’t been trained in that! ” or

“Me??.. .you want “ME???” You then politely

decline because you have convinced yourself

that you did them a favor. It is only reasonable

because you have never done anything like it

before and you might mess it up! ! !

Sometimes life calls upon us to do things that

we consider to be outside our area of expertise.

Someone sees in us the qualities they think are

needed for the job. It is then up to us to say

either “yes, I will do what you need” or “no,

sorry not at this time”. What is it that makes us

decide that we can do (or not do) a job? I

suppose there are many factors, and each

situation is very different from another, but

there are a few common traits. Do I have the

time? Do I have the knowledge? Do I have the

skill? But really…how are the answers to these

questions determined?

Most people spend the beginning part of their

young adulthood preparing for “life”. Many go

to college or trade school to become qualified

to earn a living and consider themselves to be

“appropriately trained”. Some people acquire a

specific degree to perform a professional trade

like teacher, lawyer, or doctor. After a given

amount of time in school, they graduate and are

able to point to a certificate on a wall and say,

“Yes, I am able to do this”. Some people go to

trade schools or academies to learn a skill like

hairdresser, police officer, or nurse. Other

times, a formal degree isn’t received but “on the

job” training is, and skills are learned to

perform their chosen profession. These might

include landscaper, store clerk, or

waiter/waitress. Each of these professions is

very different from each other, but they have

one thing in common, in each of them, a person

has the belief that they were given the

knowledge and training to do a job successfully.

However, when someone comes to you and

asks you to step out of your “comfort zone” and

do something that you have no “training” in

because there is a need…well, that can be

downright frightening. Recently, I have been

asked to do just this and my initial reaction

ranged from, “I don’t know enough and isn’t

someone else more capable?” to “Eeeeek.. .what

if I screw it up?” I allowed these thoughts to

rumble around my brain for a few minutes, and

then I figured what the heck, I wouldn’t have

been asked if there wasn’t the belief in me that I

could do the job. For better or worse, I just

closed my eyes, buried my doubt and jumped in

with both feet. (For those that are

wondering…so far, so good! A few bumps, but

no major mess-ups yet! )

Because I have had to stretch myself lately, I

began considering how many great Bible stories

we read about where people were asked to do

just this. Sure…we know how the stories end

so we can say “what was the big deal…things

turned out just fine” but what if these people

had said no!? What if they didn’t feel that they

could do what was asked of them because it

was outside their “comfort zone” or they lacked

“formal” training and decided not to even give

it a shot??

Let’s look at some of the places in the bible

where things would have turned out very

differently if they had said “No”…

You Want
Me?

by Amy Mehlrose

(continued on page 7)
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Return Service Requested

To:

“Sorry, God, I’ve built stuff before, but AN

ARK!?! ? I don’t think I can do that, not to

mention all those animals! I’m not really an

animal person.”

“Lead the slaves out ofEgypt…why would

they listen to me?” (To top it off, it was shared

with me that it is believed that Moses had a

stuttering problem…Talk about “Eeeek”! ! ! ! )

“Baptize people? I’m not qualified to do that. I

have no formal training and even if I could do

it, I would be embarrassed to try. Maybe you

should ask someone else.”

“Nope, sorry Jesus. . .I’m just a fisherman.”

There are SO MANY needs in our world,

country, state, town, neighborhood, church, and

community. How many times have we said no?

How many times, when we should have just

tried, have we denied ourselves the opportunity

to make significant changes? How many times

have we seen a need, but were afraid to make a

move or suggestion because it is outside our

“area of expertise”, “training”, “skillset”?

What truly are the criteria for getting involved

or doing something that is needed? How much

“expertise” should someone have in order to

say, “Sure, I’ ll do that! ” Most of us tend to sell

ourselves short; but doing something is WAY

better than doing nothing. We are all capable

and able to do things we never dreamed

possible, and as a result, create some pretty

amazing stories ourselves! What’s holding us

back? …in my (untrained) opinion, what holds

us back most is the space between our own two

ears. Like Nike says…”Just Do It! ! ”

“You Want Me?” (continued from page 7)




